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Reviews of the Equal Opportunities by Penny Jordan
Brialelis
I read this story previously in a omnibus of 2 other stories several years ago. It's a role reversal on
the getting custody of an orphaned infant distantly related to BOTH the heroine. This time it's the
wealthy bachelor hero who wants custody of a distant relative so he can cut out the marriage part.
He goes undercover- through mistaken identity- to prove the business woman heroine is an unfit
person to raise a child by herself. It's rather funny at times as the millionaire actually WORKS for
his living in a totally alien occupation of paid nanny. He finds out the heroine is not the unfit person
he first thought she was but all hell breaks loose when she discovers the babysitter's REAL identity!
Utchanat
Instead of the usual nannies, working-mom Kate invited Rick Evans into the chore and then into her
home--for the child's sake? This is a fun, easy-going story that leaves a nice fullfilling ending
that I won't give away.

Kalv
A male nanny...who did NOT know how to change a diaper, give the baby a bath, properly feed the
baby, or cook! I'd fire his behind so fast if he were in charge of my child no matter how handsome he
is, but hey, this is Harlequin. This lighthearted story would make you smile, even through the winceinducing moments.
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